
High Linearity Power Amplifier Design

Two - Tone Analysis



Fundamentals

2 equal Continuous Wave Tones:

s(t) = a cos[ 2pf1t ] + a cos[ 2pf2t ] volts

amplitude of each tone

phase = usually don’t care

frequency 1 frequency 2



Can describe in General Form

Any Band-Limited Signal

s(t) = a(t)cos[2pfot + f(t)] volts

Time-varying amplitude

Time-varying phase
frequency



s(t) = a(t)cos[ 2pfot + f ] volts

a(t) = 2a cos[ 2pfdt ]

s(t) = 2a cos[ 2pfdt ] cos[ 2pfot + f ] volts

where fo = 0.5 (f1 + f2) Hertz

and fd = 0.5 (f1 - f2) Hertz

Equivalent Mathematical Form



So Two Equal Tones are mathematically 
equal to the output of a perfect Double 
Sideband Modulator with infinite carrier 
suppression

In practice, a very good double sideband 
modulator can product two output tones with 
amplitude errors around 0.001, phase errors 
around 0.1 degree and carrier amplitude less 
than 0.001 relative to each output tone with 
amplitude 1



e(t) = envelope

p(t) = cos[ 2pfot + f(t) ] volts

where e(t) is full wave rectified sine wave

f(t)  = p phase reversal at e(t) zeros

Another Equivalent Mathematical Form

(envelope elimination and restoration)



e(t) and f(t) are modulated onto a signal using 
ideal envelope and phase modulators

Important Note: e(t) and f(t) have infinite 
bandwidth spectra

In practice, acceptable performance requires 
modulator bandwidth significantly greater than 
tone separation of two tone test signal



Two-tone spectrum at output of instrumentation 
receiver
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Two-tone spectrum at output of instrumentation 
receiver
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Oscilloscope



Why two-tone signal is a good test signal for 
a linear amplifier:
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Analog Signal Lab Bench



Instrumentation Receiver



0.1 Microvolt 50.125 MHz Signal



Other good test signals: sine wave AM



Spectrum Analyzer



But AM envelope is mathematically independent 
of phase modulation, so it provides no AM-PM
information

...which is why envelope modulation is robust 
to many kinds of distortion in the medium and 
receiver



close-in AM spectrum does provide AM-PM 
information



Why a two-tone signal is good for diagnostics:

2 tones with -30 dBc 3rd Order IM products

textbook case



Why a two-tone signal is good for diagnostics:

Simple 3rd order IM Mechanism: 3 dB for 1 dB

Power Back-Off



AM to PM

input output



Memory: IM products a function of tone spacing



Output of Clever Linearizer Technique

Linearizer OnLinearizer Off


